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C_C4H510_01 Practice Test
ERPPrep.com’s C_C4H510_01 PDF is a comprehensive compilation of questions and
answers that have been developed by our team of SAP Service Cloud experts and
experienced professionals. To prepare for the actual exam, all you need is to study
the content of this exam questions. You can identify the weak area with our premium
C_C4H510_01 practice exams and help you to provide more focus on each syllabus
topic covered. This method will help you to boost your confidence to pass the SAP
Service Cloud certification with a better score.

C_C4H510_01 Questions and Answers Set
Question: 1
Which of the following settings are available in the Service and Social view of the
Administrator work center in SAP Cloud for Customer?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Service ticket priorities
Service levels
Ticket routing rules
Ticket templates
Organizational work distribution
Answer: b, c, e

Question: 2
What are reasons to integrate SAP Cloud for Customer with SAP ERP and SAP CRM?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a) To run subsidiaries through SAP cloud solutions with shared master data
b) To update products and customer data from SAP cloud to SAP on-premise
solutions
c) To enable real-time pricing for SAP Cloud from SAP on-premise solutions
d) To improve the system performance of SAP cloud and SAP on-premise
solutions
Answer: a, c
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Question: 3
You created and activated a warranty. To which object do you assign the warranty
in order to determine it in the service ticket?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Registered product
Individual object
Installed base
Contract
Answer: a

Question: 4
When a scheduling condition is evaluated for a maintenance plan, what entity is it
based on?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance

Item Counter Reading
Product Quantity Value
Product Measurement Reading
Item Serial Number
Answer: a

Question: 5
In a contract workflow, what action rule types are valid?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Submit for approval
Renew contracts
Create follow-up contract
Activate
Create follow-up opportunity
Answer: a, d, e
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Question: 6
In which environments can you use integration flows?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)

SAP
SAP
SAP
SAP

HANA Cloud Integration
NetWeaver Process Integration
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence
Data Services
Answer: a, b

Question: 7
How can you allocate the remaining time from demands which do NOT fit into the
same day?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Assign
Assign
Assign
Assign

to
to
to
to

a different team
a different resource
the same resource
the same team
Answer: b, c

Question: 8
How can you create a service ticket for an installed base?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
a) Go to Tickets to save and open a ticket and enter the installed base in the
header.
b) Go to the Installed Base and create a ticket from the tickets facet.
c) Go to New Ticket and enter the installed base directly in the Quick Create UI.
d) Go to the overview facet of the installed base and create a new ticket.
e) Go to the hierarchy table of the installed base and create a new ticket.
Answer: a, b, c
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Question: 9
Which activities do you perform when setting up a new approval process for sales
quotes?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Copy the Standard Approval process and edit validity.
Select Scoping question for Sales Quote Approval in Business Configuration.
Select Scoping for Standard Approvals in Business Configuration.
Copy the Standard Approval process and activate it.
Answer: a, b

Question: 10
When responding to a SAP Cloud for Customer ticket, where is the default sender
email address taken from?
Please choose the correct answer.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Service technician of the ticket
Employee responsible for the ticket
Outbound channel
Sales organization
Answer: c

Full Online Practice of C_C4H510_01 Certification
ERPPREP.COM presents authentic, genuine and valid practice exams for SAP Service
Cloud Certification, which is similar to actual exam. We promise 100% success in
very first attempt. We recommend going ahead with our online practice exams to
perform outstandingly in the actual exam. We suggest to identify your weak area
from our premium practice exams and give more focus by doing practice with SAP
system. You can continue this cycle till you achieve 100% with our practice exams.
Our technique helps you to score better in the final C_C4H510_01 exam.
Start Online practice of C_C4H510_01 Exam by visiting URL
https://www.erpprep.com/sap-cloud-certification/sap-service-cloud
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